NOTES:
1) ALL OF OUR GATES ARE TYPICALLY DRAWN FROM THE PRIVATE SIDE LOOKING OUT.
2) LENGTH AND HEIGHT VARY. CONSULT WITH AUTOGATE SALES FOR MORE INFORMATION.
3) SHOWN WITH STANDARD S-STYLE 8 YOKE. SEE DRAWING #105 FOR YOKE STYLES.
4) CONTOURS AND CURVES WILL REQUIRE CUSTOM DRAWINGS. (CONSULT WITH AUTOGATE).

DATE: 4/19/07

Rev. Description Date Dmr By Mks Ckl By Dmr
C COMBINED LEFT AND RIGHT HAND GATES ON ONE PRINT 07/20/16 Mks Kay
B VPG WAS VPG INCREASED BARRIER SCREEN COVERAGE 04/29/15 Mks Dmr
A UPDATED PRINT OPERATOR SHOWN MORE ACCURATELY 03/04/13 Bld Mks
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Dwg: 800 Prestige Vertical Pivot Gate (VPG)

Title: 800 Prestige Vertical Pivot Gate (VPG)